
DONATION REPORT 2019/2020  
  
My dear friends,  
  
In the summer of 2020, we were unfortunately unable to invite the children 
from Fukushima to the summer cure in Izu Peninsula due to COVID 19. We 
were all incredibly sad, especially because the children look forward to it 
every year. Now we do not know how the situation will develop. We only 
hope that it will improve next year and that we can do it again in the next 
summer. Your donations, which I received directly on my last lecture tour in 
England in autumn 2019 and which had also arrived on the donation 
account in Germany by then, I took with me to Japan and wanted to use 
them as a part of financing the 2020 summer cure. But since the 2020 cure 
did not take place from the above reason, they were kept for the time 
being. I am considering saving most of the donations for the next cure 
because of the falling donations and the financial difficulties. In this year 
2020, COVID 19 not only wiped out the summer cure, but also my autumn 
anti-nuclear lecture trip to Europe.  
  
Purpose of donation:  
The donations are intended to help children at risk of radioactive radiation 
and whose parents in / from Fukushima and its surroundings.  
  
Donation recipient:  
Donation recipients must either be those under the radioactive radiations 
suffering or endangered children or their parents in / from Fukushima and 
its surroundings or those who work voluntarily for their benefit.  
  
Additional costs: The additional costs that are directly related to the 
voluntary work to the above are covered by the donations.  
  
Donations income and outgoings:  
See the attached list of income and outgoings (Japanese and English)  
  
Donation request for the children in / from Fukushima: 
The children in Fukushima are still defenselessly exposed to radioactive 
radiation and live at a high risk of developing serious diseases. Most of the 
children who have fled from Fukushima also suffer with their parents from 
great financial and psychological hardship.  
  
My dear friends, please help the children with your donations!  
  
Account for donations for children in / from Fukushima: 
  



IBAN: DE43 2008 0000 0966 0021 01  
Commerzbank AG, Jungfernstieg / Hamburg branch  
Jungfernstieg 22, 20354 Hamburg Germany 
Account holder: Kazuhiko Kobayashi  
  
I wish you all a Merry Christmas and happy New Year! 
  
Best regards  
Tokyo, December 20, 2020  
Kazuhiko Kobayashi 
  
================================================== 
At the last stage of my life, I have only one wish: 
To speak out of my innermost soul, 
To follow my conscience 
To act for the suffering, innocent children and  
To fight for our unique, beautiful and irreplaceable earth,  
which is now increasingly polluted world-wide and 
crying for help silently. 
Kazuhiko Kobayashi 
 


